The First Multi-tool
For the Tactical
and the Practical
Developed by the world’s leading multi-tool company in conjunction with competitive
shooters and operational snipers, the Leatherman MUT is the first multi-tool that
functions as both a tactical and practical tool for solider, LE, or civilian shooter.
Working on an M16 or MRAP; going to the range, or out to the hunting cabin.
The Leatherman MUT takes tactical design and modularity to the next level while
maintaining practical multi-tool functions for everyday life.
In addition to its standard functions, the Leatherman MUT was designed for the following
maintenance on the components of the M16/AR15 family of rifles:
> Optic mounting and adjustment
> Bolt override malfunctions
> Take down and retaining pin removal
> Firing pin retaining pin removal
> Carbon removal on bolt carrier, bolt and firing pin
> Cleaning rod and brush attachments/use

UTILITY
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SPEC S
Needlenose Pliers
Regular Pliers
154CM Replaceable Wire Cutters
154CM Replaceable Hard-wire Cutters
Stranded Wire Cutters
420HC Combo Knife
Saw
Hammer
Replaceable Cutting Hook
Bolt Override Tool
Replaceable Firearm Disassembly Punch
Replaceable Bronze Carbon Scraper
Cleaning Rod/Brush Adapter
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
Bit Driver
Removable Pocket Clip
1/2” and 3/8” Wrench Accessory
MOLLE Sheath
Weight: 11.2 oz | 317.5 g
Closed Length: 5 in | 12.7 cm
Blade Length: 3 in | 7.62 cm
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I NCLUD E D BITS
Phillips #1-2 and 3/16” Screwdriver
Phillips #2 and 1/4” Screwdriver
Torx #15 and Hex 7/64”

EOD
SPEC S
Needlenose Pliers w/Cap Crimper
154CM Replaceable Fuse-wire Cutters
Stranded Wire Cutters
420HC Combo Knife
Saw
Hammer
Replaceable Cutting Hook
Bolt Override Tool
Replaceable C4 Punch
Replaceable Bronze Carbon Scraper
Cleaning Rod/Brush Adapter
Carabiner/Bottle Opener
Bit Driver
Removable Pocket Clip
1/2” and 3/8” Wrench Accessory
MOLLE Sheath
Weight: 11.2 oz | 317.5 g
Closed Length: 5 in | 12.7 cm
Blade Length: 3 in | 7.62 cm
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Never tell the
Platoon Sergeant
you have nothing to do
1. Regular/Needlenose Pliers
The centerpiece of any Leatherman, the MUT jaws are the strongest
we’ve ever made. The 420 stainless steel pliers are heat-treated for
strength and ground for precision. Both sides of the jaws are threaded
for cleaning rod and brush attachments, making them accessible when
the tool is open or in the folded/closed position. The EOD version of the
MUT features a cap crimper in place of the regular pliers.

2. Replaceable Regular and Hard-wire Cutters
The Leatherman regular and hard-wire (fuse-wire on the
EOD model) cutters are made from 154CM stainless steel
so they hold an edge three-times as long as traditional
stainless steel. And because they’re replaceable,
a quick turn with a Torx #8 means they can be removed
for resharpening in the field, or replaced altogether.
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3. Replaceable Carbon Scraper
The primary enemy to an M16/AR15 is the carbon deposited
from the direct impingement gas system. Over time carbon
build-up can harden and degrade the performance of a weapon
system. To effectively remove carbon it’s necessary to scrape
all areas of the bolt, bolt carrier and firing pin. The replaceable
carbon scraper is designed with enough surface area to
reach and quickly clean all areas of the bolt carrier group.
In addition, it’s made of bronze to prevent scars
from scraping.
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4. Replaceable Firearm Disassembly Punch
There’s always a need for a punch in weapons maintenance. From pushing
takeout pins to removing detaining pins, the 1/8” punch can handle it all.
The stainless steel punch is removable for use alone or with the hammer-end
of the MUT. The threads are also designed for adapting cleaning rods and
brushes, increasing your leverage and reach for a more thorough cleaning.
The EOD model features a C4 punch in place of the firearm disassembly punch.

5. Replaceable Cutting Hook
Safety or cord cutters are necessary for number of day-to-day
operations for all uniformed services. The cord cutters have
been designed to offer great leverage for cutting zip ties, cord,
or clothing. For safety, when the tool is in the closed position,
a bit in the driver blocks access to over-sized cutter opening.
The bit can also be left out for those who require more frequent
access to this feature.

6. Bolt Override Tool
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The bolt override is the most difficult malfunction to clear;
often times in the most life-threatening situations. With this
tool, the malfunction can be cleared quickly and without
disassembly. Simply remove the magazine, insert the bolt
override tool onto the bolt carrier and pull sharply to the rear.
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When it comes to plans,
two is one and one is none
Modularity
The most commonly used parts on
the Leatherman MUT are replaceable
and all use a Torx #8 for removal and
reattachment. Being able to replace these
parts in-the-field, keeps down-time to a
minimum. In addition there are multiple areas
on the tool threaded for cleaning rods and
brushes. A removable pocket clip, carabiner, or
MOLLE sheath are all options for carrying your MUT. When not in use for carrying the tool,
the carabiner doubles as a bottle opener.

Extras
The MUT comes with a wrench
accessory that features 1/2” and 3/8”
12-point heads for adjustment to optics
systems. Built to military performance
specifications, the ballistic nylon MOLLE
sheath features extra wrench and bit kit
accessory pockets. When not in use the sheath
can hold a double-stack 9mm magazine.

Superiority
Materials and treatment for each
feature in the MUT were chosen for
their specific task. Bronze alloy is used
on the carbon scraper to protect parts
from scarring. 154CM is used in the
wire cutters to keep their edge longer.
The knife blade is heat treated for the
optimum combination of rigidity and edge
retention, while the handles were treated for more flexibility when twisting. Down to the
smallest features...Everything was factored in.
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Warranty
The quality and engineering precision built into every
Leatherman multi-tool is backed by a 25-year warranty.
For more information visit www.leatherman.com.

Ordering Information
Please contact your Leatherman Sales
Representative, or Leatherman Customer
Service (800-847-8665) for pricing and
ordering information.
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